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Name: Eve Y Thao

Age: 30

Nationality: USA

Gender: Female

Currently
living in
Thailand:

No

Available
to start as
soon as
posible:

Yes

Write or
paste self-
intro or
cover letter
or resume
here.:

My name is Eve Thao and I hope to find a position for Summer/Fall 2021.  
I have over 5+ years of training and advocacy experience, with 8+ months ongoing English tutoring and teaching English.
My training experience relied heavily on creating and presenting training material that not only educates on a specific
subject, but promotes development of critical thinking and customer service skills. My advocacy experience afforded me
the opportunity to develop effective problem solving, communicative, and collaborative skills. By demonstrating the ability
to solve problems, communicate and collaborate with others, and my capability to teach others to think critically prepares
me to successfully mentor, teach, and educate any English Language Learner to be  
successful in any environment that the English language is intended to be used.  

Although I have recently started tutoring and teaching English, my enthusiastic and professional energy encourages a
meaningful and engaging learning environment for all types of English Language Learners. As a motivated and dedicated
individual, I have taken initiatives volunteering tutoring and teaching English beginning July 2020 and ongoing:  
• Tutored a Thai student and I helped her achieve a 5.5 score on her IELTS exam. We only spent 15 hours together, over
a 3-month period (1 hour/week).  
• Teacher volunteer for Stepping Stones, teaching English to students ages 8-13, for 1.5 hours a week.  
To further support my experiences working with young adults and youth, I have volunteered as a resource or mentor as
follows:  
• As a panel member to answer questions for prospective students ages 14-18 at my University.  
• In 2013 I volunteered for 5 months as a Youth Volleyball Coach, preparing them to become effective team players and
leaders.  

My additional qualities include reliable decision making, assessing, developing and implementing strategies to improve
training and teaching, and integrating technology to enhance the learning experience.  
Other skills include proficient use of various Microsoft Office programs (PowerPoint, Outlook, Excel, etc), and Zoom.
Furthermore, I possess a 150-hour TEFL Certificate from ITA, a BA in Psychology with Summa Cum Laude Honors, and
am currently enrolled in a Masters of Arts in TESOL program at SCSU.  

Thank you for your time and consideration. I look forward to hearing from you soon.  

Respectfully,  
Eve Thao
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